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morphology
• Study of word formation and interpretation

• Word: the smallest free forms found in language

*simple words, complex words

• Morphemes:

1. minimal unit having more or less constant meaning 
associated with constant form

2. the smallest unit of language carrying meaning or 
function

3. smallest linguistic pieces with a grammatical

function
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Morpheme 
lexical Grammatical/functional

 Have sense in and of 
themselves

 Express relationship between 
lexical morphemes

 Have no a sense in and of 
themselves



Free vs. bound
Free morphemes Bound morphemes

 Stand alone as a word  Can’t stand alone as a word



Derivational vs. inflectional
derivational inflectional

 Form a word with meaning 
and /or category different 
from that of its base

 Category change: Doesn’t 
change category

 Order: R-DA-Ia

 Productivity:more productive



allomorphs
 Variant forms of a morphem

 A, an

 Pronunciation: /s/, /z/,/iz/

 Mem, meny, me, meng, men,



Word structure
Roots Base  

 core of the words

 carry meaning

 belong   to lexical category

 Can be a base

 Element to attach affixes

 Stem : base to attach 
inflectional affix



INFLECTIONAL AFFIXES
affixes

1. Plural: N

2. Poss: N

3. Comp: adj

4. Superlative: adj

5. Present: verb

6. Past: verb

7. Past part: verb

8.Present part: verb

 Boys

 Boy’s

 Longer

 Oldest

 walks

 walked

 driven

 driving



Compunding 
 Combination of lexical categories ( N, v, adj, prep)

 Final component-- determining catergory head



Properties 
1. Orthography: not consistent= as single word, 

separate word, hyphenated

2. Pronunciation : A-N-first comp. is stressed.

greenhouse >< green house

3. Tense & plural marker: not attached to the 1st element: 
(dropped kick*) drop kicked

(foxes hunters*)- fox hunters



Type of compund 
 Endocentric : the rightmost component determines 

meaning/type: wisdom teeth,club feet.

 Exocentric: the rightmost not determines meaning:-
redneck,redhead, maple leafs, saber tooths, bigfoots,



Morphological phenomena
 Affixacation

 Cliticization

 Internal change

 Supletion

 Stress and tone placement

 Reduplication 

 Compounding



Affixatiion 
 Adding affix: prefix, suffix, infix, circumfix



cliticization 
 Bentuk pemendekan yg tdk ditekan dan diucpkan 

bersama elemen yg lain seolah satu unit/kesatuan

 Proclitic: attach to the following word

 Enclitic: attach to the preceding word: I’m

 Difference between affix and clitic: clitic= member of 
lexical category (N, V, Prep, Pron), attach to entire 
phrase.

 Attach to N,V,prep. 

 Affix : ing-- attach to V



Internal change
 Substitute one nonmorphemic segment for another to 

mark grammatical contrast.

 Sing---sang,

 drive---drove



Suppletion 
 Replacing a morph by an entirely different morph in 

order to indicate a grammatical contrast.

 Gowent

 Iswas



Other types of word formation
 Conversion

 Clipping 

 Blends 

 Backformation 

 Acronyms

 Onomatopoeia 

 Coinage /word manufacture



Conversion=zero derivation 
* Assigning an already 

existing word to a new 
category

 N  V
 Ink a contract

 Butter the bread

 V N
 A building permit

 A new survey

 A V
 Dirty a shirt

 Total  a car



Clipping 
 Shorten a polysyllabic 

word by deleting  1 or 
more syllables

 Name: Liz, Rob

 Prof, condo, lab, burger

 zoo



Blends 
 Created from 

nonmorphemic parts of 
two already existing 
items.

 Breakfast + lunch = 
brunch

 Information+ 
entertainment= 
infotaiment



Backformation
 Creating a new word by 

removing  a real or 
supposed affix from 
another word

 Resurrect, donate, 
enthuse,



Acronyms
 Taking the initial letters 

of the words in a phrase 
or title and pronouncing 
them as a word

 UNICEF

 NATO

 NASA



onomatopoeia
 Creating words that 

sound like the thing they 
name.

 Guk guk

 Di dor



Coinage 
 Creating words from 

scratch.

 Creating from names;

 Kodak, honda, kleenex,


